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Good morning Dean Croxton,
 

On Wednesday, April 24th, the Arts and Humanities 2 Subcommittee of the ASC Curriculum
Committee reviewed a proposal to revise the minor in Entrepreneurship and Innovation.
 
The Subcommittee did not vote on the proposal as they have feedback that they ask be addressed.
For your convenience, I am cutting/pasting the feedback underneath my email as well as attaching it
as a separate Word document.
 
When a revision is ready that has addressed the Subcommittee’s feedback, please email a copy of
the proposal to both me and Bernadette Vankeerbergen, Assistant Dean for Curriculum. We will
work to ensure that the revision is reviewed.
 
Should you have any questions about the feedback, please do not hesitate to reach out to Tom
Dugdale (acting faculty Chair of the A&H2 Subcommittee), or me.
 
Best,
Jennifer
 

Jennifer Neff 
Curriculum and Assessment Assistant 
The Ohio State University
College of Arts and Sciences 
ASC Curriculum and Assessment Services 
306A Dulles Hall, 230 Annie and John Glenn Ave, Columbus, OH 43210
614-292-3901 / asccas.osu.edu

Pronouns: she/her/hers
Revision to Minor in Entrepreneurship and Innovation - A&H2 Feedback

a. The Subcommittee requests a cover letter detailing any changes that result from the
Subcommittee’s feedback.

b. The Subcommittee asks that the proposing faculty change the date of implementation
(e.g., to Spring 2025) in order to allow time for the approval process.

c. The Subcommittee is unclear on several aspects of this proposal and requests that the
following feedback be addressed:

                                                               i.      The Subcommittee is unsure of who is officially running this minor. Is this
an interdisciplinary/intercollege minor or this a Fisher College of Business
minor that is simply endorsed by the other colleges listed in the summary on
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Revision to Minor in Entrepreneurship and Innovation 

ASCC Arts and Humanities 2 Subcommittee Feedback 

a. The Subcommittee requests a cover letter detailing any changes that result from the Subcommittee’s feedback. 

b. The Subcommittee asks that the proposing faculty change the date of implementation (e.g., to Spring 2025) in order to allow time for the approval process. 

c. The Subcommittee is unclear on several aspects of this proposal and requests that the following feedback be addressed: 

i. The Subcommittee is unsure of who is officially running this minor. Is this an interdisciplinary/intercollege minor or this a Fisher College of Business minor that is simply endorsed by the other colleges listed in the summary on page 1 of the proposal?

ii. The Subcommittee encourages the proposing faculty to communicate with the other colleges and units that are involved in this minor or offer courses for credit in this minor in order to open up the opportunity for discussion and to make them aware of the proposed changes. Units plan their course offerings for each semester far in advance and possible lack of awareness regarding these changes could cause enrollment issues for their courses. Additionally, it is possible that these units have more elective courses to offer than those that are currently listed.

iii. The Subcommittee does not quite understand the extra-curricular programs listed in the table of electives and practicums options (Boost Camp pre-accelerator & BOSS workshop series). The Subcommittee asks that these be explained in the revision document, making it clear what these activities are, how enrollment/satisfaction of the extra-curricular opportunities will be tracked, and how completion will translate into credit hours (e.g., through the creation of an internship course). [Proposal p. 6]

iv. The Subcommittee notes that the document seems to end abruptly and wonders if it is incomplete or if part of it was lost in the process of downloading and transferring the file.

v. Given that 1000-level courses are not permitted to count for credit towards the completion of a minor, will the proposing faculty be requesting an exception from CAA for elective option Philosophy 1332 or is this listing simply a mistake that needs removed? [Proposal p. 5] 

vi. The Subcommittee notes that the document references distance components several times throughout the proposal but there does not seem to be detail offered in terms of the adaptation of the program content to an online format. The Subcommittee asks for more information regarding this plan along with details on how the possibility of required in-person work for online courses will be implemented. The proposal states that “practica that are designed for an on-line audience may require some in-person presenting and collaboration”, but as many students take online courses because they generally do not require this, students might not be able to make this work if they are not informed of the requirement upon enrollment. The Subcommittee notes that the proposal does not suggest that this will be the case, but still wonders about the logistics should the situation occur. [Proposal p. 7]

d. The Subcommittee asks that the following mistakes in the table of elective options be corrected (in order as they appear in the proposal from pp. 4-6): 

vii. The title of MHR 3510 was changed to “Innovation and Entrepreneurship” back in 2016 (also on p. 3 of the proposal).

viii. Given that the titles are included for all of the other courses, the title of Art Education 3681 (Managing Non-Profit Arts Organizations: Balancing Continuity & Change) should be added into the table. 

ix. The full title of BUSADM 3532 is Entrepreneurship and Innovation: Corporate Entrepreneurship.    

x. BUSML 4240 has an additional prerequisite that is not included in the proposal—BUSHMR 2292. 

xi. There is a course request currently pending at OAA for CSFRST 3330 to remove all of its prerequisites. As they will likely no longer be required by the time this proposal is implemented, the proposing faculty might consider removing them.  

xii. CSFRST 3585: Since Autumn 2022, only “Math 1116 or equivalent” is the prerequisite. All the others have been removed. . 

xiii. CSFRST/HMGT should be listed as CSFRST/CSHMGT.  

xiv. ENR 5500 should be listed as Rural Sociology (RURLSOC) 5500. 

xv. ESHESA 3221 is cross listed with Business Administration Management & Human Resources and should be listed as ESHESA/BUSHMR. 

xvi. Instead of listing “Several things” as the prerequisites for FDSCTE 5730, the table should instead include the full list— FDSCTE 5600 or 5710, and 5536 or 4536, and 5400, 5410, 5420, 5430, 5450, or MeatSci 4510, and Sr standing; or Grad standing.

xvii. The prerequisites for the listed History courses should be English 1110 or GE Foundation Writing and Info Literacy course. Please note that the Department of History is currently in the process of removing the English/writing prerequisites from its courses so eventually these prerequisites will no longer apply.  

xviii. The full title of History 3706 is Coca-Cola Globalization: The History of American Business and Global Environmental Change 1800-Today. 

xix. The prerequisites for Mechanical Engineering 5682.02 should also include enrollment in the Entrepreneurship minor.  

xx. The full title of Public affairs 5595 is Non-Profit Social Enterprise. 

xxi. The correct title of Social Work 2110 is Sport and Positive Youth Development. 

xxii. Social Work 3700 no longer has any prerequisites and offers an online version of the course, which should be reflected in the table. 

xxiii. The full title for Theatre 2000.12 is Technical Production Practicum: Self Production.  

xxiv. Theatre 5200 should be listed as Theatre 5220. 

xxv. The correct title for WGSS 4524 is Women’s Work: Sex, Race, Class & Labor. 

xxvi. Note: The in-person/online offering status of every course has not been checked, as the ASC does not have easy access to courses from other college’s mode of delivery. The Subcommittee encourages the proposing faculty to do so. 






page 1 of the proposal?
                                                             ii.      The Subcommittee encourages the proposing faculty to communicate

with the other colleges and units that are involved in this minor or offer
courses for credit in this minor in order to open up the opportunity for
discussion and to make them aware of the proposed changes. Units plan
their course offerings for each semester far in advance and possible lack of
awareness regarding these changes could cause enrollment issues for their
courses. Additionally, it is possible that these units have more elective
courses to offer than those that are currently listed.

                                                           iii.      The Subcommittee does not quite understand the extra-curricular
programs listed in the table of electives and practicums options (Boost Camp
pre-accelerator & BOSS workshop series). The Subcommittee asks that these
be explained in the revision document, making it clear what these activities
are, how enrollment/satisfaction of the extra-curricular opportunities will be
tracked, and how completion will translate into credit hours (e.g., through
the creation of an internship course). [Proposal p. 6]

                                                           iv.      The Subcommittee notes that the document seems to end abruptly and
wonders if it is incomplete or if part of it was lost in the process of
downloading and transferring the file.

                                                             v.      Given that 1000-level courses are not permitted to count for credit
towards the completion of a minor, will the proposing faculty be requesting
an exception from CAA for elective option Philosophy 1332 or is this listing
simply a mistake that needs removed? [Proposal p. 5]

                                                           vi.      The Subcommittee notes that the document references distance
components several times throughout the proposal but there does not seem
to be detail offered in terms of the adaptation of the program content to an
online format. The Subcommittee asks for more information regarding this
plan along with details on how the possibility of required in-person work for
online courses will be implemented. The proposal states that “practica that
are designed for an on-line audience may require some in-person presenting
and collaboration”, but as many students take online courses because they
generally do not require this, students might not be able to make this work if
they are not informed of the requirement upon enrollment. The
Subcommittee notes that the proposal does not suggest that this will be the
case, but still wonders about the logistics should the situation occur.
[Proposal p. 7]

d. The Subcommittee asks that the following mistakes in the table of elective options be
corrected (in order as they appear in the proposal from pp. 4-6):

                                                          vii.      The title of MHR 3510 was changed to “Innovation and Entrepreneurship”
back in 2016 (also on p. 3 of the proposal).

                                                        viii.      Given that the titles are included for all of the other courses, the title of
Art Education 3681 (Managing Non-Profit Arts Organizations: Balancing
Continuity & Change) should be added into the table.

                                                            ix.      The full title of BUSADM 3532 is Entrepreneurship and Innovation:
Corporate Entrepreneurship.   



                                                             x.      BUSML 4240 has an additional prerequisite that is not included in the
proposal—BUSHMR 2292.

                                                            xi.      There is a course request currently pending at OAA for CSFRST 3330 to
remove all of its prerequisites. As they will likely no longer be required by
the time this proposal is implemented, the proposing faculty might consider
removing them. 

                                                          xii.      CSFRST 3585: Since Autumn 2022, only “Math 1116 or equivalent” is the
prerequisite. All the others have been removed. .

                                                        xiii.      CSFRST/HMGT should be listed as CSFRST/CSHMGT. 
                                                        xiv.      ENR 5500 should be listed as Rural Sociology (RURLSOC) 5500.
                                                          xv.      ESHESA 3221 is cross listed with Business Administration Management &

Human Resources and should be listed as ESHESA/BUSHMR.
                                                        xvi.      Instead of listing “Several things” as the prerequisites for FDSCTE 5730,

the table should instead include the full list— FDSCTE 5600 or 5710, and
5536 or 4536, and 5400, 5410, 5420, 5430, 5450, or MeatSci 4510, and Sr
standing; or Grad standing.

                                                       xvii.      The prerequisites for the listed History courses should be English 1110 or
GE Foundation Writing and Info Literacy course. Please note that the
Department of History is currently in the process of removing the
English/writing prerequisites from its courses so eventually these
prerequisites will no longer apply. 

                                                     xviii.      The full title of History 3706 is Coca-Cola Globalization: The History of
American Business and Global Environmental Change 1800-Today.

                                                        xix.      The prerequisites for Mechanical Engineering 5682.02 should also include
enrollment in the Entrepreneurship minor. 

                                                          xx.      The full title of Public Affairs 5595 is Non-Profit Social Enterprise.
                                                        xxi.      The correct title of Social Work 2110 is Sport and Positive Youth

Development.
                                                       xxii.      Social Work 3700 no longer has any prerequisites and offers an online

version of the course, which should be reflected in the table.
                                                     xxiii.      The full title for Theatre 2000.12 is Technical Production Practicum: Self

Production. 
                                                     xxiv.      Theatre 5200 should be listed as Theatre 5220.
                                                       xxv.      The correct title for WGSS 4524 is Women’s Work: Sex, Race, Class &

Labor.
                                                     xxvi.      Note: The in-person/online offering status of every course has not been

checked, as the ASC does not have easy access to courses from other
college’s mode of delivery. The Subcommittee encourages the proposing
faculty to do so.

 
 


